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Introduction

Most students choose Design Technology because they enjoy being in
a workshop and making practical projects. We are particularly looking
for students who can create original ideas, take a pride in their work
and produce final solutions to a high standard.

What will I study each year? / The content of your curriculum in each academic year for
your subject
Y9
In Year 9 students undertake a series of practical focussed tasks to
learn how to use a range of tools and manufacturing processes with
different materials. These include designing and making a rigid mobile
phone case, a desk holder for a mobile phone, an animated
mechanical toy and a scaled vehicle powered by compressed air.
Y10
The GCSE Controlled Assessment (coursework) is started in Year 10.
This involves carrying out research, innovative designing, developing
ideas, producing detailed cutting lists, and accurate plans for making.
This is presented and submitted on computer, taking 20 x A3 pages.
Y11
Most of the development work is done by modelling, making small
versions of the idea until the final design is created. A full size version
of the final solution is then produced to a very high standard, with
processes that would allow it to be manufactured and sold in major
retail outlets.
In Product Design, most of the time is spent in the workshop, however
the coursework also needs to be completed and then submitted
electronically
How will my work be assessed
50% Examination, externally assessed
50% Controlled Assessment, internally marked and externally moderated
Why study Resistant Materials?
Designers influence everything we use. Even how we think and make decisions.
In Design Technology, students learn by making products, which generates pride in their
effort and develops the confidence and skills to become independent workers.

Extra-curriculum activities
Joint trips have taken place to Munich and Barcelona. In addition, various design exhibitions
have been visited, with invitations to specialist high-profile speakers at educational venues,
and events where students are engaged in practical projects.
What would this subject enable me to do when I finish school? / Career Paths
There is an extensive range of opportunities and careers to follow for students who achieve
good results in Design Technology. Most universities offer courses to specialise in certain
areas of design, from automotive, industrial and general product design. Good
apprenticeships are also available, based on skills gained in the workshop. Many students
have been successful in obtaining placements based on the high quality of work that they
have produced for GCSE.

